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Abstract 

This thesis was part of smart kitchen project, it aimed to use current technology to facilitate senior 

citizens with mild dementia’s cooking process in the kitchen. As different senior citizens with mild 

dementia had different living habit and kitchen environment, smart kitchen had context aware and 

learning ability to adapt itself to fit senior citizens with mild dementia’s habit and living condition 

to assist their cooking activities. This research applied scenario based design method, its result 

worked with the other research of this smart kitchen project to build smart kitchen prototype, the 

prototype was created to accomplish the scenario of instructing senior citizens with mild dementia 

to complete coffee making process by the aid of remote guiding system operated by caretaker. This 

research developed a way to design steps and collect data elements of coffee making process for the 

cooking guiding system, so that remote caretaker can instruct senior citizens with mild dementia by 

taking advantage of it. Multiple cameras based visual surveillance system was designed to facilitate 

observation of cooking objects and senior citizens with mild dementia’s cooking condition in the 

kitchen. Audio and graphical assistance were applied to deliver instruction information to senior 

citizens with mild dementia. This smart kitchen prototype affirmed the feasibility of smart kitchen, 

and it also revealed the area for further improvement. 

Keywords:  

data extraction, data elements of workflow system, multiple cameras’ placement, visual surveillance, 

senior citizen with mild dementia. 
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1. Introduction 

This thesis is part of Smart Kitchen project, which is a subproject of Value Creation in Smart Living 

Environment for Senior Citizens (VESC) project (VESC, 2011). The aim of VESC project is to take 

advantage of technology to facilitate senior citizens’ daily life, increase their living independency 

and happiness. Smart Kitchen project carries on VESC’s spirit, its goal is to create a context aware 

visual guiding environment to assist senior citizens with mild dementia to handle their cooking 

activities in the kitchen, ease their cooking experience and enhance their independency. 

1.1 Project background and motivation 

Dementia is not a disease, it refers to symptoms of people’s memory and cognitive loss, and 

behavior change, it affects people’s way of thinking, behaving and attitude towards daily life 

(Chapman et al., 2006). Dementia is commonly seen among people aged over 65, yet it is not a 

normal symptom of aging process (DeMarco, 2012).  The world population with group aged over 

65 is increasing faster than any other group age (Zhang et al., 2010), as population ages, the 

frequency of being dementia is increasing as well (Wojtasik et al., 2010). 5% of people above age 

65 suffer from dementia, and for the people over 90 years old, this percentage rises to 40% 

(Aloulou et al., 2009). Senior citizens with dementia are very easy to get irritated, confused, 

annoyed and scared when they are in a new environment, the environment is not the same as they 

were familiar with, or they notice they are out of their routine life (DeMarco, 2012). (Wherton & 

Monk, 2010) summarized the incidents of senior citizen with dementia, they are categorized into 

four types and listed in Table 1, the first column on the left lists the category of incidents, each line 

shows examples of the corresponding type. 

 

Category Performance 

Sequential 

problem 

Repeat the same step Miss step that should be 

done for the completion of 

a process 

Mix the correct step 

with activities from 

other process 

Difficulties of 

finding things 

Can’t find the location of 

things 

Can’t recognize and 

distinguish things from 

other stuff 

 

Difficulties 

with cooking 

stuff 

Do not know how to 

operate cooking utensils 

  

Incoherence Play with objects and 

forget what he is doing 

now 

Have objects with him but 

have no idea what to do 

with it. 

 

 

As an aging population is booming, dementia becomes an important problem with serious effects on 

society. The percentage which represents the rate of senior citizens with dementia relying on people 

around them is increasing, their main caregivers have to contribute their psychological and physical 

strength to them, it increases caregivers’ burden (Wojtasik et al., 2010). And also in reality, for 

those senior citizens with dementia who live at home, their family member and friends are main 

caregivers, but family member and friends have their own life, they can’t be with senior citizens 

Table 1: Categories of senior citizen’s incident, adapted from (Wherton & Monk, 2010). 
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with dementia all the time, it is not realistic to put full responsibility of taking care of senior citizens 

with dementia to family members and friends. In health care centers and hospitals, costs of taking 

care of senior citizens with dementia are higher than that of other old persons, and to take care of 

senior citizens with dementia, caretakers need to have special training (Aloulou et al., 2009). There 

is a need to help government reduce budgets of taking care of senior citizens with dementia. New 

technological solutions that can allow senior citizens with dementia to stay at home safely as long 

as possible are required (Aloulou et al., 2009).  

Mild dementia is a term which is commonly used in the clinical literature, it represents an early 

stage of dementia (Huppert, 1984). (Gurland et al., 1982) used a term “Limited Cognitive 

Disturbance” to replace mild dementia in his study, and he suggested five features to diagnose it, 

they are exhibited in Table 2. The care for senior citizens with mild dementia is very crucial 

(Banerjee et al., 2007), as they have enough clear mental function to make themselves fully 

understand their mental condition, their emotion is vulnerable when they realize they have difficulty 

to do daily activities (Brady, 2013 ). A safe and supportive environment can play a positive role in 

facilitating their life, they need family and caregivers’ attention to keep their life the same as before. 

Research shows (Victorian Government Health Information, 2011), by the time of dementia’s 

symptoms getting worse, though senior citizens’ cognitive and memory condition decreases, their 

self-conscious is still there, they have strong desire to keep identity and independency, they wish to 

handle daily tasks on their own. If there is a sound care giving assistance around them to help them 

with daily activities, it will increase their confidence towards life and be beneficial to restate their 

memories (Kikhia et al., 2009).  

 

Five features of mild dementia 

1 Memory starts losing. 

2 Reliance on notes as reminder increases. 

3 Forget acquaintances’ name, misplace objects less than once a week. 

4 Memory lapses that will cause danger (for example, forget to turn off the stove) occasionally.   

5 One or two errors happened on cognitive testing. 

 

Quality of people’s life relies highly on housing’s features which should make people feel 

acceptable, comfortable and easy to use as well (Victorian Government Health Information, 2011). 

Kitchen plays an important role in human’s life, as it is an indispensable place where activities of 

daily life such as cooking and food preparation take place (Pham et al., 2010). Unlike many aspects 

of modern life, kitchen is still a place where physical interaction with real objects (food and kitchen 

utensils) is valued (Pham & Olivier, 2009). As a cooking process composes of series of activities, 

they are required to be completed in a certain order, it is difficult for a senior citizen with mild 

dementia to complete a cooking process without help, yet being able to prepare food and drink 

independently is very important to their sense of autonomy (Pham & Olivier, 2009). Caregivers are 

not always there when senior citizens with mild dementia need a hand, technology that can act as 

caregivers and help senior citizens with mild dementia handle things independently and 

autonomously is highly desired. Yet the development of a system with intelligent technology that 

can instruct senior citizens with mild dementia to execute multiple steps, support a senior citizen 

with mild dementia to handle quite simple food and drink preparations are not well developed(Pham 

& Olivier, 2009). 

Advances in computer systems and internet technologies have significantly automated various 

aspects of our daily activities over the last decade, as a result, it provides us the chance to contribute 

Table 2: Five features of mild dementia, adapted from (Gurland et al., 1982). 
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more to other valuable activities instead of taking time to do things manually or restricting us to 

something that requires immediate presence (Tewari et al., 2004). Many support systems have been 

developed to improve quality and independence of life of senior citizens with mild dementia at 

home, many of them have focused on home health care related service, little has paid attention to 

cooking activities (Pham et al., 2010). The way of describing food preparations by recipes has 

regularity, it can be expressed into logical style, but this style does not go in line with computer 

system, a special system format which can interpret this style is desired (Reichel et al., 2011). An 

augmented kitchen environment can be equipped with various kinds of devices, embedded displays, 

video cameras, microphones, sensors, switches. These devices are applied in the kitchen, they are 

mainly used to record and replay a cooking process, exhibit video reference for cooking instructions, 

and provide interactive cooking navigation (Siio et al., 2007). Comprehensive cooking guidance is 

eagerly needed for senior citizens with mild dementia, as they suffer from memory impairment and 

other difficulties (Iglesias et al., 2010). In the process of assisting senior citizens with mild dementia 

in the kitchen, guiding system should help them finish cooking process smoothly and independently. 

As there is a need for the assistance of senior citizens with mild dementia cooking food and drink, 

when senior citizens with mild dementia need help especially for ones living at home, their 

caregivers have difficulties to give help all the time, and currently there is no technical solution to 

create a comprehensive intellectual environment to replace caregiver’s role in senior citizens with 

mild dementia’s life, all these conditions inspire the idea of creating a smart kitchen environment, 

which takes advantage of current technology to design user-friendly features to instruct senior 

citizens with mild dementia’ cooking activities, enhance quality of life, keep their independence and 

autonomy. The cooking instructions need to be understood by senior citizens with mild dementia 

easily, so that they are willing to accept help from smart kitchen environment. This technical 

solution can reduce senior citizens with mild dementia reliance towards helpers and leave 

caregivers free time too. 

1.2 Research problem and research method 

This research is part of the pilot research of smart kitchen project, it aims to work with SmartFlow 

(Sarni et al., 2013) to create a smart kitchen prototype to evaluate the feasibility of smart kitchen 

design. Senior citizens with mild dementia is our main design target, they are the user group who 

are at the early stage of dementia, they suffer from mild cognitive impairment (Huppert, 1984), they 

have self-conscious to react to the help around them (Brady, 2013). In smart kitchen environment, 

there will be a remote caretaker visually assisting senior citizens with mild dementia to perform 

cooking process. (Sarni et al., 2013) developed a workflow technology based SmartFlow to store all 

information that is necessary for assisting senior citizens with mild dementia’s cooking activities. 

SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) organizes the information sequentially and exhibits it on the user 

interface, so that caretakers can use this SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) to provide instruction to 

senior citizens with mild dementia. This research needs to find out what information is needed for 

assisting senior citizen with mild dementia to complete a cooking process, how remote caretaker 

monitors situation in the kitchen and provides the guidance, and how the cooking instruction is 

delivered to senior citizen with mild dementia so that he can understand, accept the instruction and 

follow the guidance. Scenario based method will be applied in this research to concrete the research 

problem, coffee making process is taken as an example, research result is to create a smart kitchen 

prototype together with SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) and establish the scenario of remote 

caretaker visually instructing senior citizen with mild dementia to complete coffee making process 

by the aid of SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013). Pilot test will be performed to evaluate the feasibility 
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of research results, summarize the good points, and find out the shortage for the further 

improvement. 

1.3 Structure of the research 

The structure of the rest of the article is arranged as follows: Introduction of current technological 

development in facilitating kitchen activities will be given in Chapter 2, after comparing existing 

research with our smart kitchen concept, analysis of detailed research problem and research 

question will be discussed in this chapter as well. In the Chapter 3, knowledge relates to workflow 

system and its data elements, and visual monitoring system will be introduced. In the Chapter 4, 

design of smart kitchen prototype will be explained, it is divided into three parts, the first part is to 

extract data elements of coffee making process for SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013); the second part is 

to design multiple cameras based visual surveillance system; the third part is to design audio and 

graphical assistance to deliver instruction information to senior citizens with mild dementia in the 

kitchen. In the Chapter 5, pilot test will be depicted to evaluate feasibility and usability of smart 

kitchen prototype, this prototype is the combination of this research’s work and SmartFlow (Sarni et 

al., 2013). Chapter 6 is the conclusion, it summarizes the research, reveals the limits and suggests 

the future work. 
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2. Research analysis 

This research is a design science research. Design science research is a research paradigm that aims 

to create innovative artifacts to solve human related problem, to meet specific need by building and 

evaluating the artifact. Building and evaluation are two basic activities in design science research, 

building is a phase of developing an artifact to specific need, evaluation is a phase of examing how 

well the artifact works to address the problem (March & Smith, 1995). Utility and feasibility are the 

most important evaluation factors in design science research (Hevner et al., 2004). Complete 

understanding of environment where the artifact will operate can ease the design (March & Smith, 

1995). (March & Smith, 1995) summarized four types of artifacts, which are constructs, model, 

method and instantiation. (Hevner et al., 2004) listed seven design science research guidelines 

which emphasized that designed artifact must be validated to address the problem; research's 

objective is to develop a feasible and effective solution to important problems; artifact has to be 

evaluated rigorously and its feedback will be used for improvement; the result of research must 

provide valid and effective contribution to the specific field; construction and evaluation of research 

have to be performed based on rigorous method; the process of reaching solutions to solve the 

problem is a search process which various existing knowledge will be used to shorten the distance 

towards the goals; and solution of design science research must be well presented to appropriate 

audience about how it works. Figure 1 shows generic design cycle of design science research 

(Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010). 

 

 

 

In Introduction section of this research, human related problem has been aroused, desire and 

necessity of solving this problem was explained. In this section, prior research which suggested 

certain technology to solve the problem will be stated, comparison between previous research and 

smart kitchen environment will be made to highlight smart kitchen's novelty. Problems will be 

Figure 1: Generic design cycle of design science research (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010). 
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specified into questions for this research to develop, the development part is processed with 

scenario based method, research evaluation will be introduced in this section too. 

2.1 Prior research 

The idea of creating smart kitchen environment is not new, following researches designed ambient 

cooking assistant system to facilitate users’ cooking activities. In (Jazbec et al., 2006), cooking 

process was controlled in the way that thermometer was used to detect cooking condition on the 

stove, sound sensor was used to detect the sound pressure capture noninvasively from the cover 

handle. CAPDI kitchen designed a user interface, by the aid of robotic arm and other controllable 

elements, user can get the objects of interests through interface by the means of communicating 

with system (Casals et al., 2000). In (Nakauchi et al., 2009) Sensor embedded kitchen, it created an 

automatic cooking instruction by displaying videos, which were projected on the wall close to the 

cooking place. This system used RFID technology to detect utensils and ingredients, sensor signal 

was transferred into data so that by recognizing movement of utensils, step instruction can be 

processed automatically. Intelligent kitchen took advantage of human behavior recognition system, 

which interpreted user’s following action by taking account of the accumulated user’s behaviors 

observed in the past. Its cooking support interface was developed by using an LCD touch panel and 

a mobile robot, user’s next action can be predicted by this interface (Nakauchi et al., 2005). Video 

cooking introduced cookpad, it applied a multimedia cooking recipe to help user’s cooking process 

(Doman et al., 2011). A cognitive assistant system composes of a robot and series of sensors, they 

enhance cognitive ability of recognizing user’s environment and activities by simulating 3D 

environment and sensor’s detection (Beetz et al., 2008). 

Various kinds of sensor device and technology have been designed and applied to improve their 

living environment. Different colors of projectors are used to distinguish zones and utensils, it is 

also used to reflect results of sensors which are applied to detect either kitchen stuff or movement of 

old people (Bonanni et al., 2005). Home-set assistance system with sensor and projectors is a good 

way to help senior citizens with mild dementia to finish tasks, but if senior citizens with mild 

dementia lose attention to electric menu on the wall, or if senior citizens with mild dementia 

confuse with their circumstance, assistance system can’t continue working. The transformation of 

alarming message and visualization of sensor data to caretaker takes time, it can’t fulfill 

requirement of instant assistance. 

2.2 Smart kitchen environment concept 

Our smart kitchen aims to take advantage of technology to help senior citizens with mild dementia 

complete cooking process independently. We design our project from different aspects. Caretaker is 

introduced to monitor senior citizen with mild dementia's cooking activities remotely through 

cameras, and instructs senior citizen's cooking process by the aid of cooking guiding system. 

Cooking guiding system is a semi-automatic cooking workflow system, it contains information 

which is capable to guide senior citizen to complete cooking process automatically without 

difficulty, and it switches to manual mode when unexpected situation happens. It contains all 

necessary data information of every cooking process, which is key factor to instruct senior citizen 

with mild dementia to cook. Data information is extracted in accordance to requirement of 

workflow system and smart kitchen environment. Figure 2 shows smart kitchen structure. Cooking 

related utensils and ingredients are objects this smart kitchen follows, as cooking is an interactive 
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process between cook and cooking related stuff (Pham & Olivier, 2009), senior citizen’s activities 

can be deduced by detecting cooking related stuff’s activities. Grid-based object detection 

technology developed on the basis of Kinect technology (Uranishi et al., 2013) is implemented in 

the smart kitchen to detect movement of objects, it can localize positions of objects on two 

dimensional surface. This smart kitchen can also learn senior citizens with mild dementia’s kitchen 

environment and study their cooking habit by recording and analyzing their cooking process in their 

kitchens, so that workflow system can adjust its cooking instructing data to the individual, fit 

specific user, kitchen and cooking relate stuff. Audio and graphical assistance will be implemented 

into smart kitchen by the aid of microphones, speakers and projectors, they are the medium to 

deliver instruction information to senior citizens with mild dementia. Our smart kitchen aims to 

create an easy, comfortable and friendly environment, which provides a supportive role on assisting 

senior citizens with mild dementia’s daily activities in the kitchen. It takes advantage of current 

technology to create a guiding system which goes in accordance to senior citizens with mild 

dementia’s living habit, it replaces actual caregivers to acts as senior citizens with mild dementia’s 

helper. Smart kitchen does not change senior citizens with mild dementia’s life style, they can live 

on their routine style with new hands. In our smart kitchen environment, there are not wearable 

devices required for senior citizen to wear, worn devices may cause false alarm, senior citizen with 

mild dementia may refuse to wear or forget to wear them (Bloisi et al., 2009), after senior citizen 

with mild dementia wears worn device, its switch is not on, then the monitoring system can’t work.  

Compared with rest of ambient kitchen environment, our smart kitchen has following unique 

characteristics:  

1. Workflow technology integrates with cooking process to create cooking guiding system. 

2. Real-time visual surveillance system from remote side works together with cooking guiding 

system to enable caretaker to monitor senior citizen’s cooking activities visually. 

3. Multiple cameras are implemented to support monitoring system in the kitchen, so that main 

cooking related place can be captured by cameras without boundary, unexpected situation 

can be observed by remote caretaker immediately. 

 
 

 

Figure 2: Smart kitchen environment, picture is cited from (Ikeda et al., 2011). 
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2.3  Research questions 

To get better insight of cooking process and its key data content towards cooking  guiding system, 

coffee making process is chosen as an example. A smart kitchen prototype will be built, it aims to 

accomplish the scenario that remote caretaker can visually assist senior citizen with mild dementia 

to complete coffee making process by the aid of cooking guiding system. This smart kitchen 

prototype consists of both this research and SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013)’s work. SmartFlow 

(Sarni et al., 2013) is a workflow technology based cooking guiding system. This research is going 

to answer the following questions:  

1. How to extract data elements of coffee making process for workflow system from readymade 

video, 

2. How to design multiple cameras based visual monitoring system for smart kitchen, 

3. How to design audio and graphical environment to deliver guidance information to senior 

citizens. 

Results and contribution of this research are expected in the following aspects: 

1. Data elements of coffee making process is extracted which is suitable for SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 

2013) to instruct senior citizen with mild dementia, 

2. Multiple cameras based visual surveillance system is created to create clear view for caretaker to 

monitor senior citizen with mild dementia’s cooking process. 

3. Draft of graphical assistance for instructing senior citizen’s coffee making process is designed. 

2.4 Research development and evaluation 

This research involves the following stage: data acquisition and extraction of coffee making process 

are performed for SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013); visual connection between kitchen and remote 

side is designed to enable caretaker to monitor senior citizens with mild dementia’s cooking 

activities; it develops a way to deliver instruction information to senior citizen, to make them easily 

understand the guidance, accept it and follow it. These 3 stages form a process from data extraction, 

data transmission and data application. Figure 3 shows their continuous relations. A set of data 

regarding coffee making process that fits workflow system will be extracted from a video shot by 

(Batool & Leinonen, 2012), (Batool & Leinonen, 2012) is the initial research of smart kitchen 

project, this video recorded a process that a senior citizen with mild dementia completed the coffee 

making process independently. This video is also the reference for multiple cameras based visual 

surveillance system. 

 

Figure 3: Research’s module’s relations. 
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This research applies scenario based method. Scenario method is suitable for a starting up design, it 

can concrete idea into specific situation, simulate future possibilities. Scenario is not necessary to 

show full picture of condition, it exhibits its important factors (Yanagida et al., 2009), so that there 

is particular data to analyze, which is easy to identify key data and element for future system 

(Stephen & Robin, 2000), problem and error can be revealed during scenario analysis so that future 

improvement can be figured out. In this pilot research, we focus on the accomplishment of smart 

kitchen prototype. 

After merging this research’s work and SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) into a complete smart 

kitchen prototype, pilot test is performed to examine its feasibility and usability. Test results are 

evaluated from the perspectives of efficiency, accuracy and emotional response, results will be 

discussed to find out positive aspects of the design and further improvement. 
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3. Knowledge background 

This chapter depicts knowledge base which will be used for the development of the research. It 

involves workflow process and its elements, visual surveillance system and multiple cameras’ 

placement. 

3.1 Workflow process and its elements 

Workflow originally comes from idea of automation of business process. It aimed to improve 

efficiency of daily work in a controlled and logical manner by the help of information technology 

(Wang, 2010). It gradually extends to larger area, which is described as a process of solving 

problems (Schumacher et al., 2012). Traditionally, workflow is classified as a network with 

activities and flows, activities are dependent, they are connected with transmitted flows (Zhuge, 

2003). One activity follows its pre-activity right after pre-activity is finished in the predesigned 

manner (MSDN Library, 2013), they are connected without overlapping. Workflow which goes 

with series of well organized activities is sequential workflow, it is one of three workflow styles 

among data driven workflow style and state machine workflow style (MSDN Library, 2013). 

Workflow process organizes logical sequence of series of activities, an assignment is completed 

after these activities are activated and finished in an order. Basic elements of a workflow process 

are activities and flow which links activities. Activities are tasks that need to be done by objects, 

they are defined as different activity types so that workflow will know what a activity does when it 

comes to it (IBM, 2011). In the flow there are decision points which decide whether pre-activities 

have been done and whether the following activity can start (Zhuge, 2003). Input and output are 

needed to initiate and end a workflow. Decision point can be either time restriction or key point, 

when a workflow is a semi-automatic or automatic system, time restriction of activities is a very 

important decision control (IBM, 2011). Relevant data that will influence decision making between 

activities and be needed for the design a workflow system is also a necessary element (IBM, 2012). 

By defining an activity in the way as “activity type + object + relevant data in time restriction”, an 

activity will be independent to other activities, flow connects activities in logical order, decision 

point controls operation between activities. Figure 4 shows structure of a sequential workflow and 

its elements.  
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Workflow system normally works with other application in the environment, before designing a 

workflow system, it is important to know its application domain, understand its designing purpose, 

so that workflow and its elements can be designed in the optimal way from sound perspective to 

cooperate with other applications, to maximize its features (IBM, 2011). 

3.1.1 Workflow application in cooking activities 

Workflow manages activities into order, people can be instructed to do certain activities in 

according to workflow applications, and these activities are done promptly (IBM, 2011). Cooking 

recipes compose of 3 components: cooking name, ingredients, textual and pictorial instructions. 

Cooking process starts with preparing for ingredients, then cooking with ingredients step by step 

according to cooking instructions, food is ready when cooking process completes, its operation 

mode is consistent with sequential workflow (Walter et al., 2011), it is a very efficient tool to model 

series of activities which is to complete a process (Dufour-Lussier et al., 2013). Workflow system 

can be introduced into cooking recipe instructions, (Walter et al., 2011) explained that information 

from cooking textual instruction can be extracted to fill value of workflow system’s elements, 

activity types are verbs in textual instruction, objects are ingredients which those verbs act on. 

Cooking assistant in (Blumendorf et al., 2008) applies workflow on task basis, cooking recipe and 

ingredients are well connected through workflow, this system is not just cooking process instruction 

guidance, it also relates to ingredients management, input of user controlling the operation of this 

cooking assistant workflow system. So not only workflow system can be implemented into cooking 

Figure 4: Sequential workflow and its elements. 
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process as pure cooking instruction, it can also be developed as a maintenance tool to manage 

cooking related issues. (such as management of remains of ingredients at home). 

3.2 Visual surveillance system 

Surveillance application is blooming in various kinds of fields, from cities where surveillance 

application is used to monitoring traffic condition and cities’ security, to indoors where is applied to 

assist safety of the elderly (Fleck & Straßer, 2008), people and vehicle are general surveillance 

targets, they are monitored mainly for security issue (Hu et al., 2004). The overall purpose of 

surveillance system is to provide meaningful description of objects which observers are interested 

in, it means efficient, effective and sufficient interpretation of sequential images (Buxton & Gong, 

1995). Surveillance system’s basic working framework can be generalized as environment 

modeling, object detection, object recognition, object classification, tracking, behavior analysis and 

understanding and database (Hu et al., 2004; Valera & Velastin, 2005), Figure 5 shows general 

framework of visual surveillance system. 

 

 

Environment modeling is mainly for storage of geometrical information, it provides sufficient 

environment dependent information, helps concrete contextual environment for application, 

supplies data for selecting optimal sensors with reasonable parameters and their locations, and also 

Figure 5: Visual surveillance system framework. 
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they are very helpful for calculating experimental environment (Saini et al., 2009). Object detection 

involves discovering motions of targets by way of separating foreground and background 

components, it is also the prerequisite for the following analysis and system application (Cheng et 

al., 2011). Major methods of object detections can be classified as background subtraction, temporal 

differencing and optical flow (Cheng et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2004). Object recognition relates to 

many issues, such as representation of object models, sensor data acquisition and matching data 

(Foresti, 1999). One category of object recognition is to match objects which are interested in with 

predefined data and model in the storage, another category is to recognize objects on the basis of 

their attributes, such as shape, location, color and size (Foresti, 1999). Motion of objects normally is 

tracked from one frame to another in sequence, algorithms are applied to track objects from 

succeeding images constantly based on various variations (Hu et al., 2004). Behavior understanding 

is to analyze and recognize activities of objects, then identify patterns and realize new problems (Hu 

et al., 2004). Objects can become their own model by the help of advanced approach, applications 

can learn and record new behaviors of objects, adjust applications to fit objects better (Foresti, 

1999). 

3.2.1 Multiple cameras placement 

It is gradually recognized the importance of camera placement in the field of computer vision. Main 

theme of computer vision is to fulfill the capability that information from images can be recognized 

at human level, it is broadly applied in the field of object recognition, navigation and object 

modeling (Mundy, 1993). Cameras placement acts as windows for computers to see what they are 

interested in. Camera placement is classified as single camera placement and multiple cameras 

placement (Maliky & Bajcsy, 2008). Compared with single camera, multiple cameras can provide 

wider view, so that they can increase situation awareness (Brenden & Holly, 2006), and also 

provide better solution of objects’ occlusion problem (Olague & Mohr, 2002). There has been long 

time for researchers to find out optimal solution of placing multiple cameras, though many 

researches have been done, little practical solution comes out. Discussion about placing multiple 

cameras originated from “art gallery problem”, which is a theoretical study, aims to find best 

solution to make cameras cover entire views in an arbitrary shaped area (Zhao & Cheung, 2007). 

Multiple cameras’ placement plays an important role in overall performance of system (Chen & 

Davis, 2000), a good camera position and angle is setup based on many factors (Williams & Lee, 

2007). Restraints are needed to be considered while designing and applying multiple cameras into 

an application (Zhao & Cheung, 2007), when visual based system cooperates with other system, 

configuration of cameras is very important, resolution and occlusion are most important factors 

among other parameters that influence observation results, especially in complex environment 

(Chen & Davis, 2000). Camera’s angle and its visual distance narrow its usage (Yabuta & Kitazawa, 

2008). Camera placement from an object can’t be too close, as it might not capture the whole object, 

it can’t be put too far away from an object either, as it might not capture clear view, the placement 

of camera should go well with its resolution, so that the object can be captured with clear feature 

which can be distinguished from others (Maliky & Bajcsy, 2008). Configuration of cameras is one 

factor that influence setup of cameras, environment where cameras are applied also affect their 

placement. The difficulty of placing camera is edge visibility, there are special constraints while 

applying cameras: dimensional constraints, it specifies dimension of space where camera can be 

placed; room constraints specifies height where camera can be placed; view point constraint 

specifies which viewpoint should be taken to see objects’ whole features while observing them 

(Maliky & Bajcsy, 2008). Camera placement for different applications is unique, different 

application has different space requirement (Maliky & Bajcsy, 2008), feature requirement and 

application purpose (Mavrinac et al., 2010). Little camera placement solution for a specific 
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application is general enough to be applied to other places, heuristic experiment with reasonable 

time and complexity is acceptable (Hörster & Lienhart, 2006). 

3.2.2 Visual surveillance application for the safety of senior citizens 

Visual surveillance system is a very active topic worldwide, many research projects make efforts to 

this area and there are many famous visual surveillance systems (Hu et al., 2004). Monitoring the 

safety of senior citizen arises challenge to application of visual surveillance system (Fleck & 

Straßer, 2008). Visual surveillance system is applied to detect people’s faint at home along with 

thermal camera in (Wong et al., 2010) and wireless webcam (Wong et al., 2010). An adaptive 

tracker with visual surveillance system is designed to accomplish ambient assisted living (AAL) 

(Bloisi et al., 2009). Visual surveillance is implemented in respiration monitoring system to monitor 

senior citizen’s respiration condition in hospitals and nursing homes in (Nakai et al., 2000) and 

(Kuo et al., 2010). Robots with visual surveillance and analysis ability are applied in healthcare area 

increasingly with fast development of technology (Luo et al., 2009; Song et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 

2009). 

Remote surveillance becomes more and more important for promising application, it eliminates 

limits of geographical distance, which remote control center can receive video data obtained from 

distributed sensors. These kinds of applications have higher requirement of security of data, as data 

will be transmitted through public network, some of them involves privacy and confidence. The 

demand of visual surveillance system with distributed sensors and multiple cameras combined with 

network brings a new challenge and prosperity in intelligent surveillance (Hu et al., 2004). 

Discussing privacy of senior citizens from senior citizens’ point of view, they feel that electronic 

surveillance can be established as long as the applications can actually provide care and facilitate 

their daily life, they can accept the surveillance if this enables them to stay at home and maintain 

their normal life (Essén, A., 2008).  
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4. Design 

This chapter describes the developing process of the design. It is proceeded in the sequence of data 

extraction of coffee making process for SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013), design of multiple cameras 

based visual surveillance system and prototype’s subordinate assistance for helping senior citizen 

understand the instruction.  

4.1 Data extraction of coffee making process  

In this part, extraction of data content of coffee making process for SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) 

will be depicted, the video which content is a senior citizen with mild dementia making coffee is 

taken as source to extract data, and reason of choosing this video as data source is given as well. 

The content of data elements of coffee making process and the way of extracting steps of coffee 

making process will be explained during the process of analyzing the video. After data is extracted 

for SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013), summary will be presented to generalize tips regarding data 

extraction process. 

4.1.1 Data content for workflow system 

As it is mentioned earlier, this research takes “remote caretaker assists senior citizen with mild 

dementia to complete coffee making process with cooking guiding system” as scenario, a prototype 

that can establish this scenario needs to be built. Core component of this environment is the cooking 

guiding system, which is SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013). It helps instruct cooking process with other 

features in the smart kitchen. Content of data which is to fulfill workflow system’s element depends 

on workflow system’s application environment, the way of extracting data for workflow system 

depends on data source. Cooking process is regarded as a sequential workflow, ingredients and 

utensils are objects, steps of a cooking process are the activities of related objects, by linking 

objects’ activities, a cooking process can be completed. To fulfill elements of workflow guidance 

system, data that needs to be extracted are objects, activity type, relevant data, time duration of a 

step and decision point between two continuous steps. 

4.1.2 Video as data extraction source 

The video which is going to be used as data source of data extraction was filmed by (Batool & 

Leinonen, 2012). It was shot in Senior Clinic of Oulu Deaconess Institute, and the video recorded a 

process of a senior citizen with mild dementia making coffee independently in the institute’s 

kitchen. The video lasted 10:26 minutes, it was shot by a dynamic video camera from close distance 

towards kitchen and the senior citizen, resolution of the camera was 320*240. 

One reason of choosing video as source of data extraction relates to conceptual structure of smart 

kitchen. As this smart kitchen will be implemented into individual families in future, different 

family has different kitchen structure and different utensils, different cooking habits. Our cooking 

guiding system is based on activities of utensils and ingredients, so for different kitchen structure 

and cooking utensils, for the same cooking, sequence of steps and data elements of workflow 
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system may not be the same. Also senior citizens with mild dementia prefer to do things in their 

own will, they are reluctant to do things in the way that disobey their will, which is easy to irritate 

them and makes things impossible to continue. Instead of assisting them to complete a cooking 

process with a default guiding sequence, it would be better that data content of workflow system is 

extracted from their daily habits and living environment, by observing senior citizen with mild 

dementia’s cooking habits and kitchen environment through video streams which are captured by 

visual surveillance system and sensors equipped in the kitchen, workflow system can adapt steps 

and flow of cooking process to tailor the individuals. Workflow system will have learning ability to 

adapt itself to new kitchen and new user, video streams captured by visual surveillance system are 

learning material for workflow system. Here in this research, using a readymade video as data 

extraction material meets that thought. 

Another reason of using video as data extraction material instead of textual cooking recipe 

instruction (Walter et al., 2011) is that video records a cooking process in a timely manner, it works 

equally the same as sequential workflow, just in the different approach. Videos consist of series of 

pictures, these pictures are called frames in video editing field. By extracting key frames that 

represents most important information of cooking process, data elements of workflow system can 

be filled by observing key frames and their adjacent frames. Time duration of cooking steps can be 

measured as well. 

The third reason is that video concretes and visualizes the coffee making process, it is easy to 

extract information from video material instead of text, as our smart kitchen will monitor senior 

citizen’s cooking condition visually. 

The fourth reason of applying video as data extraction source is because it provides experience for 

setting up visual surveillance system, this is explained in details in multiple cameras based visual 

monitoring system part. 

4.1.3 Process of extracting data of coffee making process  

Key frames of a video are ones which represent most significant scenes, as utensils and ingredients 

of a cooking process are objects, their activities represent steps. The first round of editing the video 

is to extract frames that represent objects’ movement towards locations. Frames which represent 

starting point and ending point of movement of utensils and ingredients are taken as key frames, 

they delegate one action of objects. Starting point means the spot when an objects leaves from 

certain location, ending point means the moment when an objects arrives at certain location. Key 

frames are captured during the process of playbacking coffee making video. There are some 

exceptions that are noticed during the process of playing the video, it is noticed that there was times 

senior citizen repeated same movement, for example, when he tried to get water from faucet with 

coffee pot, he repeated movement of putting coffee pot under faucet and taking away several times, 

in this case, only the frame which represents the first time when coffee pot is under faucet is 

recorded. It is also noticed that during coffee making process, senior citizen needed to open wall-

hung cupboard’s doors to get coffee, coffee spoon, coffee cup and coffee saucer, he needed to open 

drawer to get tea spoon. Frames related movement of senior citizen with mild dementia opening and 

closing wall-hung cupboard’s doors and drawer are not captured due to the reason that only 

movement of utensils and ingredients are target which is focused on in this research, opening wall-

hung cupboard’s doors and drawer is the process of getting objects. Frames which represent faucet 

and coffee making machine’s on and off are captured, it is because faucet and coffee making 

machine are utensils and their positions change when they are switched. By the time of extracting 
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key frames from the video, these frames are sequenced on the time basis, name of a moved object, 

its movement trend, its movement related location in a key frame and key frame’s time are recorded 

as well. Moving trend of an object in a key frame has to be determined in the reference of its 

adjacent frames. Names of these key frames are given in the way as “object + moving trend + 

location”. Figure 6 shows part of key frames and their data sequenced on the timeline basis.  

 
 

 

 

Previously extracted key frames separated the video into video clips, this step is to examine these 

video clips and extract objects related activities from these video clips, Figure 7 shows the examples 

of extracting key frames from video clips. New key frames are found in this steps, they are 

activities of coffee pot receiving water from faucet, coffee pot transferring water into water 

container, coffee spoon transferring ground coffee into coffee filter container, coffee pot 

transferring coffee into coffee cup. They are put in the same timeline as previously extracted key 

frames. Activity related objects, activity of key frames and key frames’ time are recorded as well. 

Figure 6: Examples of key frames and their data sequenced on the timeline. 

basis 
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As readymade coffee making video was shot in the situation that senior citizen with mild dementia 

completed this process independently. There are situations that the senior citizen forgot to do, for 

example, he did not realize to put coffee filter lid back to coffee filter container until he noticed 

coffee splashed out of coffee maker. This phase is to check completion of object’s activity path, so 

that missing pictures can be added to key frames’ timeline. By reviewing the video, one regularity is 

noticed that activity path of objected is divided into two modes – one way and return way. One way 

path indicates objects which leave from its storage place, then are used up in the cooking process. 

For example, after coffee filter leaves its storage place, it is put in the coffee filter container and 

used, it is not going to be taken back to its storage place after it is used. Return way path indicates 

objects which leave from its storage place, after they are used in the cooking process, they move 

back to its storage place again. Utensils like coffee pot, after it is taken away from coffee machine 

to get water from sink, pull water into water reservoir, it is returned back to coffee machine, coffee 

pot’s moving path is return way mode. This return way path mode also matches our idea that after 

objects are used, they are returned to their original places, so that next time when they are used, it is 

easy to look for them from the same spot. Objects, whose activity path is return way mode, move 

with a symmetrical loop, this loop is taken spot where an object is used as center of 

symmetry.  Take movement of ground coffee as an example, the senior citizen in the video took 

ground coffee from wall-hung cupboard, then used coffee spoon to pull coffee into coffee filter 

container, after that, put ground coffee back to wall-hung cupboard. This moving path can be 

described as five phases, firstly ground coffee leaves from wall-hung cupboard, secondly ground 

coffee reaches countertop, thirdly ground coffee is used, fourthly ground coffee leaves from 

countertop, fifthly ground coffee goes back to wall-hung cupboard. Activity path of coffee filter is 

one way path, it is described as coffee filter leaves from wall-hung cupboard, then coffee filter is 

put into coffee filter container. These two activity path modes are shown in Figure 8. Missed 

pictures are added to key frames’ timeline, and their key data content, name of objects, objects’ 

activity, movement trend are added as their data elements as well. As they are missed frames from 

the video, there is no record of time of these pictures.  

Figure 7: examples of key frames extraction from video clips.  
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After missed frames are added to the timeline, these series of key frames are taken to match against 

readymade video again to check whether there is any key information missed. Then it is to check 

integrity and coherence of key frames on the timeline, whether all objects in coffee making process 

have complete activity path. Activity type is generated into five categories, they are expressed from 

objects’ point of view in Table 3. The process of extracting and summarizing key frames of coffee 

making process is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Examples of objects’ one way path and return way path. 
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Object’s activity type (from objects’ point of view) 

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 

(An object) 

leaves from its 

original place 

(An object) 

arrive at the 

countertop 

(An object) is 

used 

(An object) 

leaves away 

from the 

countertop 

(An object) 

arrives at its 

original place 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Activity types of objects from objects’ point of view. 

Figure 9: Process of extracting and summarizing key frames of coffee making process. 
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4.1.4  Interpretation of steps of coffee making process from data extraction 
process 

In the previous part, key frames that represent activities of utensils and ingredients are extracted for 

coffee making process. Now is to interpret these key frames into steps of coffee making process, 

which will be used to instruct senior citizen with mild dementia. When an object takes an action, 

there will be a user (senior citizen with mild dementia)’s action cooperating with object’s action, 

one object’s action represents one user’s action. By descripting objects’ activities from user (senior 

citizen)’s point of view, steps of coffee making process are formed, steps’ activity types are 

interpreted in accordance to objects’ activity types. The way of naming steps are “ verb + object + 

(from/to location)”, Table 4 shows interpretation of objects’ activity types into coffee making 

process’ steps’ activity types. 

 

Interpretation of objects’ activity types into coffee making steps’ activity types 

 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 

From 

objects’ 

point of 

view 

(An object) 

leaves from 

its original 

place 

(An object) 

arrive at the 

countertop 

(An object) 

is used 

(An object) 

leaves away 

from the 

countertop 

(An object) 

arrives at its 

original 

place 

From 

user’s point 

of view 

Take out (an 

object) from 

its original 

place 

Put (an 

object) on 

the 

countertop 

Use (an 

object) 

Take (an 

object) 

away from 

the 

countertop 

Bring (an 

object)back 

to its 

original 

place 

 

Control point of flows decides whether current step has completed and instruction can move to the 

following step, it uses key frames’ information. Time duration of a step is calculated by time of 

current key frame minus previous key frame. For those new key frames which are added according 

to objects moving path, their correspondent steps’ time duration are marked the same as their 

symmetrical steps. Complete data element for coffee making process guidance is attached as 

Appendix A, Figure 10 shows examples of steps of coffee making process in the workflow, it 

involves three sequential steps, two control points and attributes of activities.  

 

Table 4: Interpretation of objects’ activity types into coffee making steps’ activity types. 
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4.2 Design of multiple cameras based visual surveillance system 

This system aims to enable remote caretaker to monitor and see the activities of objects in the 

kitchen through video streams without boundary. 

4.2.1 Kitchen prototype’s structure 

As it is mentioned earlier, placement of cameras depends on their application environment. 

According to (Rakennustietosäätiö, 2008), there are six types of kitchen fixtures, which are small 

kitchen, I shaped kitchen, II shaped kitchen, L shaped kitchen, U shaped kitchen and island kitchen, 

their structure is attached as Appendix B. I shaped kitchen is chosen as prototype model among 

these types, because except small kitchen type which is mostly applied in social service sector 

(Rakennustietosäätiö, 2008, I shaped kitchen has simplest structure among the five, all of its 

functional structure is on one side. Though the structure is simple, it contains complete kitchen 

function. This research’s kitchen prototype is adapted according to I shaped kitchen, and size of 

furniture in the kitchen is be referenced from (Rakennustietosäätiö, 2008), it is shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 10: examples of coffee making process’ steps’ workflow. 
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4.2.2 Multiple cameras’ placement  

Placement of cameras is prerequisite of obtaining visual information that a system is interested in. 

In this visual surveillance system, senior citizens with mild dementia are not cameras’ targets, 

utensils and cooking ingredients are targets, cameras need to capture activities of these objects, 

there are five types of activities summarized while analyzing coffee making process, cameras will 

be setup in the way of capturing them. There is four activity’s types relate to objects’ location’s 

change, cameras are required to capture view of these locations. There is one activity’s type which 

represents the process of using objects (for example, pour ground coffee into coffee filter container), 

as users normally operate procedure around or on the kitchen’s countertop, sink and stove, by 

focusing on capturing view of these surface, process of using objects can be shot. Coffee making 

video which was used for previous analysis of coffee making process was shot by one camera, its 

sight was blocked from viewing key scene several times, for example, when the camera can capture 

the scene of senior citizen taking coffee cup and saucer from one wall-hung cupboard, it can’t 

capture scenes when senior citizen took coffee and coffee spoon out of another wall-hung cupboard 

from the same angle, its sight was blocked by the other wall-hung cupboard’s door. Senior citizens’ 

cooking activity zone is surrounded by senior citizen’s body and fixtures, and senior citizen keeps 

moving due to the necessity of cooking process, if one camera is set stable with stationary angle, it 

can’t capture all key activities of a cooking process without boundary.  In this research, five 

cameras are implemented, each camera is setup to monitor only one fixture’s surface. The reason of 

doing in this way is because firstly one camera only takes responsible of  one small surface, it is 

easier to settle camera’s position and avoid sight’ block; secondly by giving names of cameras, it is 

Figure 11: Kitchen prototype of the research, adapted from (Rakennustietosäätiö, 2008). 
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easier for remote caretaker to notice which location an activity of an object is on, it can assist them 

to get specific information in shorter time; thirdly one camera only centralizes its view into small 

zone, it can help erase unnecessary and irrelevant information from a scene to some extent, which 

makes it easier for remote caretaker to capture main information, and make reaction in short time; 

last but not least, it eliminates restriction of kitchen fixture, placement of cameras is related to 

furniture’s surface, there is always a camera capturing activities of objects from one furniture’s 

surface, remote caretaker does not need to know spatial combination of furniture in the kitchen. 

As one camera only captures scene of one location’s surface, it is a close distance’s video 

monitoring, the range of placing a camera is wide and flexible. For cameras focusing on vertical 

surfaces (wall-hung cupboard of storing coffee, coffee spoon, sugar, coffee cup and coffee saucer), 

their positions can be as close to the surface as possible, as long as cameras are not hit when their 

monitoring wall-hung cupboards’ door are opened, they can capture wall-hung cupboards’ whole 

vertical surface; these cameras can be hung at the height as long as they can capture the wall-hung 

cupboards’ area completely without sight boundary. For cameras focusing on horizontal area 

(countertop, drawer and sink), their positions can be as close to the surface as possible, as long as its 

scene is not blocked, they can still capture whole target area and objects that are used in that area; 

the height of setting up cameras can be anywhere they get clear view of targeted area without 

boundary. Cameras for horizontal surface can’t be hung under the bottom of wall-hung cupboard, 

there is usually lamps fixed there. People normally use area towards edge of table to proceed 

cooking so that they can get bright light, when people do cooking process close to edge of table, 

they put cooking utensils close to their body as well, it is easy to use strength, and also when people 

cook with big utensils for example coffee making machine, it has to be put in the area without limit 

of height (if coffee making machine is located under the bottom of wall-hung cupboard, its coffee 

reservoir lid can’t be opened), if cameras are put under wall-hung cupboard’s bottom, cameras 

won’t capture all information that surveillance system is interested in. And the angle of cameras is 

the same direction as senior citizens look at objects, it will be easy for caretaker to instruct senior 

citizen from remote side, it is also one of the reasons cameras can’t be set up under the bottom of 

wall-hung cupboards. There are five main areas where activities of utensils and ingredients of 

coffee making process take place, they are countertop, sink, wall-hung cupboard 1(where ground 

coffee, coffee spoon and sugar are stored), wall-hung cupboard 2 (where coffee cup and coffee 

saucer are stored) and drawer. Table 5 includes cameras’ target locations and objects which will be 

captured by corresponding cameras. Figure 12 shows structure of cameras’ placement in the kitchen. 

 

Cameras: Cameras’ targeted location Objects that relate to the location 

C1 Countertop coffee making machine 

C2 Sink faucet 

C3 Wall-hung cupboard 1(first one, counting 

from the left) 

ground coffee, coffee spoon, sugar 

C4 Wall-hung cupboard 2(second one, counting 

from the left) 

coffee saucer, coffee cup 

C5 Drawer tea spoon 

Table 5: Cameras’ names, cameras’ targeted location and objects related to the targeted location. 
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4.2.3 Software and hardware devices 

The process that video stream is transmitted goes as follows: video is shot by camera first, then it is 

compressed into format to be able to be transmitted through medium, when video signal comes to 

the receiving end, its compression format is decoded so that video can be playbacked at the 

receiving end. Figure 13 illustrates video data transmission process. Hardware and software are 

searched to complete this video transferring process. 

 

 

Cameras’ location, orientation and angle relate to the choice of camera and its configuration. Video 

streams are transmitted to remote side through internet, video’s compression format and internet’s 

transmission ability need to be considered as well. Figure 14 shows infrastructure of this multiple 

cameras based visual surveillance system. Suitable hardware and software need to be applied to put 

this structure into practice 

Figure 12: Cameras’ placement in the kitchen. 

Figure 13: Video data transmission process. 
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Choice of these devices and software is independent and also interactive. During the process of 

choosing cameras, the way of their data transmission and receiving data from kitchen’s side need to 

be considered; while choosing software which is installed in the remote caretaker’s side to receive 

data from camera, there are following factors that need to be considered: the number of video 

stream that are playbacked at the same time, whether videos are received online or offline, and the 

medium of video data transmission. The choice of medium for transmitting video data depends on 

video’s storage format.  Software and hardware also need to meet the features that smart kitchen 

prototype requires. 

There are mainly two types of security camera surveillance system: CCTV (closed circuit television) 

system and network security surveillance system (Haldas, 2008).  The biggest difference between 

CCTV system and network surveillance system is that the former one’s camera signal is transmitted 

to a specific place, yet the latter one is web based surveillance system, user can get access to the 

view of camera through internet anywhere in the world. Web based monitoring environment can 

fulfill the requirement of smart kitchen that caretaker monitors senior citizen’s cooking condition 

remotely, it eliminates geographical limits. Network cameras which are mainly for surveillance 

purpose is called IP camera (internet protocol camera), it is classified according to different 

perspectives. It can be divided into outdoor and indoor IP cameras according to its application 

environment; day and night IP cameras are classified based on their light sensitivity, infrared lens 

can be added to increase light sensitivity at night; Fix camera has stable angle after it is mounted, 

PTZ camera (pan–tilt–zoom camera) is able to pan, tilt, zoom in and zoom out automatically or 

manually; dome cameras are ones which cameras are installed in a dome; Wireless and wired 

cameras are classified according to their ways of connecting to internet. These categories are listed 

in Table 6. Smart kitchen is an indoor environment, normally when users cook food, they will make 

sure cooking environment have enough light, but camera with day module equipped with infrared 

lens will be the good choice to make sure camera have good light sensitivity, PTZ is more suitable 

Figure 14: Multiple cameras based visual monitoring system Infrastructure. 
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to kitchen environment, so that caretaker can control angle and direction of cameras remotely to 

make sure he can see clear view in his interest without vision’s block, camera only focuses on small 

area from close distance, and its location can be adjusted flexibly, dome feature is not necessary 

here, wireless feature can increase device’s mobility, it is more suitable to smart kitchen (AXIS 

Communication, 2013; CCTV System, 2011; Miloszewski, 2010). Table 6 summarizes 

classifications of IP cameras. The row of Perspectives lists aspects where IP cameras can be 

classified, the row of classification lists the classification of IP cameras from specific perspectives.  

 

Classification of IP cameras from different perspectives 

 

IP 

Camera 

 

Perspectives Environment Light Angle Cover Connection 

to interent 

Classification Indoor 

Outdoor 

Day 

Night 

Fix 

PTZ 

Dome 

No-dome 

Wired 

Wireless 

 

While choosing IP cameras, there are some important specifications to evaluate, they need to fit 

smart kitchen prototype’s condition, remote caretaker needs to see video in real-time, multiple 

video streams are transmitted through internet, cameras shoot video stream of field of interest from 

close distance, the range of placing one camera is wide, camera’s position is flexible. Display 

resolution and frames per second (fps) influence the quality and clarity of video, yet combination of 

resolution and fps need to consider bandwidth, receiving end’s processing power and quality of 

video. For example, one 1280 x 960 camera requires the same processing power of 4 cameras at 

640 x 480 cameras or 16 cameras at 320 x240 (ISPY Connect, 2012). Video compression slims the 

size of video while transmitting it, there are 3 popular compression standard: MJPEG, MPEG4 and 

H.264 (Mesnik, 2011). MJPEG format divides video into images, and transmit whole series of 

continuous images, it can preserve most complete data by doing in this way, it keeps images’ 

integrity, it also occupy big amount of bandwidth while transmitting it; MPEG4 only transmits 

information that is different between frames, the same elements will be reduced, it takes less space 

while transmitting same video compared with MJPEG; H.264 is one version of MPEG4, it adds 

more algorithms to strengthen compression. In this multiple camera system, while an activity of an 

object is recorded by one camera, information from other cameras is comparatively less important, 

there are many chance that scenes between frames are the same, MPEG4 compression format is 

more suitable to this situation. As videos of IP cameras for the prototype need to be transmitted 

remotely through internet, these IP cameras should support network protocol, they also need to 

support wireless settings, as videos are playbacked in real time from remote side, IP cameras should 

support real time video protocol as well. During the cooking guidance, remote caretaker needs to 

communicate with senior citizen in the kitchen, IP camera should have feature to enable two way 

communications.  

But everything has two sides, solution for this multiple camera based visual monitoring system uses 

wireless feature to increase camera’s mobility, yet wireless camera transmits video signal slower 

than wired camera. Multiple cameras’ placement increase visibility, but it puts stress to bandwidth 

and computer’s processing power, this limits resolution and fps of single camera consequently.  

cameras’ resolution nowadays ranges from 640*480, 320*240 to 1280*720, 1920*1080, the higher 

resolution the clear image, the higher FPS the clear video, yet they are constrained by bandwidth 

Table 6: Classification of IP cameras. 
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and receiver's processing power, combination of resolution and fps has to be arranged reasonably to 

get qualified video, the choice of IP cameras involves comprehensive configuration of different 

specifications and cost. 

The choice of software installed in the remote site where caretaker monitor and control multiple 

cameras is made in according to the following criteria. The selected software should have 

correspondent decoding format of compressed video stream, so that when software receives video 

data, it can decode the data and playback the video; software should support multiple windows view 

simultaneously; software can record all videos from multiple cameras at the same time; caretaker 

can control camera’ PTZ function manually through this software; software enables two way 

communication. Table 7 lists free software that supports multiple camera surveillance.  

 

 

Name ISpy Connect IP Camera Viewer Easy Video 

Surveillance 

Software type Open source 

software   

Freeware Freeware 

Real-time 

surveillance 

support 

Yes Yes Yes 

real-time video 

recording 

Yes External software is 

required to install 

No 

Maximum number 

of video stream 

support 

No restriction, the 

number is only 

limited by computer 

performance 

4 4 

Supported IP 

cameras 

MJPEG, JPEG, 

MP4, ASF, RTSP 

and other IP 

cameras 

MJPEG, JPEG and 

other IP cameras 

MJPEG, JPEG and 

other IP cameras 

Audio 

communication 

Support two way 

communication 

between monitoring 

side and being 

monitored side 

External software is 

required to install 

No 

PTZ Yes Yes No 

 

All of three software support various IP cameras mode, and also support real-time video 

surveillance. Both ISpy and IP Camera Reviewer support PTZ control. IP Camera Viewer and Easy 

Table 7: Comparison of visual surveillance software. 
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Video Surveillance have limited camera display, they can monitor maximum four cameras at a time. 

ISpy does not have the limitation of camera connection’s number. ISpy can record video streams 

simultaneously while playback them, audio communication can be built between monitoring side 

and being monitored side, ISpy is chosen for the prototype. Software can receive IP camera signal 

when they are in the same network, router is implemented to build a local active network to connect 

software and IP camera.  

4.3 Subordinate assistance   

Main structure of smart kitchen is to facilitate workflow system to instruct senior citizen to 

complete cooking process, it is a human-machine interactive process, it requires communication 

between senior citizen and system (including remote caretaker), especially when unexpected 

situation happens, efficient communication is needed between caretaker and senior citizen to solve 

the problem. During cooking guidance process, vocal instruction is used to deliver instruction 

information to the senior citizen, and correspondent graphical symbols which explain vocal 

instruction will be projected in front of senior citizen’s visual range to strengthen content of 

information. An acoustic and visual system is built to convey cooking instruction information to 

senior citizen, to increase their cognitive level. Emotions of senior citizen with mild dementia 

influence their cognitive level and decision making, while designing the environment that delivers 

assistance and communication, senior citizen’s emotion and attitude should be taken into account 

(Cortés et al., 2003). Senior citizen with mild dementia has desire of autonomy, they are the center 

of assistance and guidance (Hettinga et al., 2009), acoustic and visual system should be designed 

from senior citizen’s point of view instead of technical solution. A warm and friendly 

communication should be created between system (including caretaker) and senior citizen, it can 

make them accept the help, follow the instruction and accomplish cooking process successfully and 

satisfactory. 

4.3.1 Audio assistance 

The process of providing guidance to cook  should be the process of friendly talk, instead of 

applying machinery voice which speaks in the same tone all the time, the tone of system’s speech 

should be natural and calm, the speed of speech keeps the same rate all the time, the communication 

environment should make senior citizen feel comfortable and peaceful.  (Hettinga et al., 2009) 

preceded an exploratory research to figure out how do people with mild dementia react towards 

audio instruction with familiar voice, unfamiliar voice, the result showed instruction with familiar 

voice is accepted easier than that with unfamiliar voice. The content of instruction should be simple 

and clear, it includes what to do, with what and where the thing can be found and done. (Hettinga et 

al., 2009) also showed that instruction with warning sound has worse effect on people with mild 

dementia than that without warning sound.  

In smart kitchen, no warning sound is implemented, when senior citizen starts cooking, the vocal 

instruction of steps of cooking process will be given in the way as “activity + object + location” 

according to workflow system, activity tells senior citizen what action he should do in this step, 

object is the stuff he is doing with action, location means starting point or ending point of action. 

Vocal instruction is given at the beginning of each step of a cooking process, after senior citizen 

finishes current step, verbal communication of the following step will be provided. The content of 

instruction is filled in line with the kitchen senior citizen lives. Time duration of cooking steps is 
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vital when workflow system proceeds automatic guidance mode. Time duration of each step of 

cooking process includes three parts of time duration: time of vocal instruction of a step, time of 

senior citizen understanding the instruction, time of senior citizen follow the instruction and finish 

the activity. Leave time for senior citizen to think and understand what the instruction is, for the 

same action, senior citizen will spend longer time to proceed than normal persons.  

4.3.2 Graphical assistance 

Graphical assistance is a supplemented way to facilitate senior citizen with mild dementia to 

understand guiding instruction, it consists of series of images which simulate activities of steps with 

key elements.   

World is full of color, colors perceived by individuals are different towards objects, it is influenced 

by various factors, a person’s experience, knowledge and situation are factors that affect color 

perception , so a perception of a color is a recognition of a color towards its color area instead of a 

particular color (Wijk et al., 2002). Senior citizens with mild dementia have common problems with 

visual-spatial disturbances and disorientation, when planning an assistant environment, it is required 

to understand their way of color perception, by understanding senior citizens with mild dementia’s 

knowledge to color perception, the assistant environment will be built to enhance senior citizens 

with mild dementia’s visibility (Wijk, 2003). In (Wijk, 2003)’s research, it indicated that 

elementary color is easier named than mixed color, among elementary colors, red and yellow color 

are recognized better than blue and green color, black and white can also be used in assistant 

environment. Rogers (Rogers et al., 2007) also supported that senior citizen can name elementary 

color better than mix colors. Shade of lightness towards these elementary color areas can appear 

spatial distinction. By connecting senior citizen’s color perception with environment they live, it 

can increase their recognition ability to surroundings. Graphical assistance will get better 

recognition by taking advantage of efficient elementary colors. 

Graphical assistance was drawn in according to key frames of coffee making process, they represent 

control point of steps. There are four elements in an image: object, arrow, location and hand. Object 

is the one that relates to the step, location is the place where object’s activity is related to, arrow 

indicates direction of object’s activity, and hand is the aid to show what senior citizen does with the 

object. Figure 15 shows the examples of graphical images, complete graphical assistance can be 

found in Appendix C. This graphical assistance will be projected in the kitchen, gestures of hands in 

the graphics are drawn in the way that when these graphics are projected in front of senior citizens 

with mild dementia, it is as if there is a guider standing in front of them, facing the same direction 

and doing the steps, senior citizens with mild dementia only need to imitate what they see from the 

picture. The good point of drawing graphics is that it can remove unnecessary information and 

disturbed parts, only important information elements that can deliver instruction information to 

senior citizens are remained, it makes content of pictures clean. 
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Figure 15: Examples of graphical assistance. 
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5. Evaluation 

Usability test is implemented to evaluate smart kitchen prototype. Smart kitchen prototype is the 

combination of SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) and the work of this research. Two test users are 

invited to perform the scenario of instructing senior citizen’s coffee making process by the aid of 

smart kitchen. The goal of this test is going to evaluate the feasibility of the design of this smart 

kitchen prototype, discover the shortage, observe and record the possibility of improvement. 

Questionnaires are delivered to test users to collect their feedback after the test, their response is 

measured from the area of efficiency, accuracy and emotional response.  

Two roles are needed to perform the scenario, one is senior citizen with mild dementia, the other 

one is remote caretaker. Role orientation of caretaker is that he could be anyone as long as he does 

not have dementia, he is not required to have information technology related skills, he is qualified to 

do this job simply by following short instruction of smart kitchen remote guiding system. As this is 

a pilot test, instead of inviting a senior citizen with mild dementia, a university student is asked to 

act as senior citizen with mild dementia, she has years of summer job experience of serving senior 

citizens with mental impairment in health care center. A middle aged lady is invited to act as 

caretaker, she is competent to be the real caretaker if smart kitchen is put into practice. Evaluation 

of usability of smart kitchen prototype focuses more on remote side, yet senior citizen with mild 

dementia’s actor’s feedback is also taken into account. This test goes in the way that remote 

caretaker reads steps’ instruction text to senior citizen with mild dementia’ actor, senior citizen with 

mild dementia’s actor receives the message and follows the instruction. Time duration of steps that 

includes instruction time and senior citizen’s activity time is recorded during the test. 

5.1 Test preparation 

Smart kitchen infrastructure is set up from both kitchen’s side and remote side. In the kitchen’s side, 

five cameras are set up to point to 5 locations: wall-hung cupboard 1(first wall-hung cupboard 

counting from the left), wall-hung cupboard 2 (second wall-hung cupboard counting from the left), 

operation table, sink and drawer. Figure 16 shows cameras’ placement and their corresponding 

locations, the camera and its corresponding location are set as the same color. The reason for each 

camera’s location is as follow: coffee making machine is on the countertop, it is the coffee 

producing tool, activities related to coffee making process happen around it, Camera 1(for 

countertop) needs to capture coffee making machine and its surrounded countertop, and the 

camera’s position has to be sure that its vision won’t be blocked by senior citizen; consideration of 

Camera 2(sink)’s location is that it needs to see key activities that happen relate to sink without 

boundary especially for the process of water falling into coffee pot; Camera 3 (wall-hung cupboard 

1) and Camera 4 (wall-hung cupboard 2) has to see location of objects clearly after wall-hung 

cupboards’ door is opened; when senior citizen opens the drawer, Camera 5 needs to see tea 

spoon’s location and action of senior citizen taking it clearly. There are pad-it-notes attached on the 

door of wall-hung cupboards and drawer, names of utensils that can be found there are marked there. 

It works to help senior citizen to locate objects’ position (Ikeda et al., 2011). Figure 17 shows 

precise coordinate of cameras towards test kitchen, parameters of kitchen’s actual size is marked on 

the pictures as well.        

Router builds the bridge between cameras in the kitchen and monitoring PC on the remote side. 

Figure 18 shows setup on the remote side what caretaker will work with. In Figure 18’s right 

bottom picture, computer screen on the right side is client portal of multiple cameras based visual 
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surveillance system, caretaker can monitor senior citizen’s coffee making process through it, there 

are two way audio connections between kitchen and remote side. On the left side of the right bottom 

picture is the screen of SmartFlow developed by (Sarni et al., 2013), it stores data elements of 

coffee making process extracted previously in this research, caretaker instructs coffee making 

process to senior citizen in according to SmartFlow’s guidance. Figure 18’s left upper picture 

exhibits the user interface of SmartFlow(Sarni et al., 2013), the page of SmartFlow(Sarni et al., 

2013) show information of one step of coffee making process at a time, it contains step’s name (also 

instruction of the step), image, related utensils and its pictures, corresponding number and name of 

the camera. A step’s pre- and post-step can be reached by pressing pre and forward button at the 

bottom of the page. 

 

 

Figure 16: Cameras’ placement and their corresponding locations. 
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Figure 17: Coordinates of cameras and kitchen for the test. 

 

Figure 18: User Interface of  SmartFlow (left upper picture), adapted from (Sarni et al., 2013); Remote 

guiding system-combination of SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) and visual surveillance system (right 

bottom picture).  
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As data of coffee making process for SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) was extracted at the basis of the 

readymade coffee making video, coffee making machine used in the test is different from what it 

was in that video, steps of coffee making process that will be used for the text are changed 

according to the new type of coffee making machine, instruction of steps is adjusted to fit kitchen 

structure in the test more, and Finnish version of steps’ instruction are added as well. Data of coffee 

making process used in the test is attached as Appendix D. Below table 8 lists software and 

hardware devices which this research involves in the test. 

 

 Name Model\Version\Specification Number 

Software ISpy Connect Version 4.7.1 1 

Hardware PC Windows 7 Professional 

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400 

CPU 3.1GHz 

Installed memory(RAM): 4,00GB 

System type: 64-bit Operating System 

1 

IP Camera Model: Foscam FI8918W 5 

Wireless 

Broadband Router 

Model: TWL542R+ 1 

 

5.2 Test operation 

Before the start of test, short introduction of how to use remote side is explained to the caretaker. 

The instruction is that caretaker instructs senior citizen what to do in a step by reading the 

instruction from the SmartFlow’s screen through speaker, then finds corresponding camera’s 

display from visual surveillance system to see whether senior citizen finishes what she is told to do, 

if senior citizen finishes the step, caretaker continues instruction by pressing forward button; if 

senior citizen can’t finish the step, caretaker needs to help the senior citizen solve the problem, then 

resumes the instruction. Test starts after caretaker confirms the understanding of the introduction. 

Test starts by caretaker giving the instruction of first step according to workflow system, senior 

citizen receives audio instruction, and follows it, after caretaker confirms senior citizen completes 

the step by watching her activity through visual surveillance system, she presses forward button on 

SmartFlow’s screen and continues instructing the following step. The instruction process continues 

till the coffee making process completes. 

 

 

Table 8: List of software and hardware used in the pilot test. 

 

mailto:CPU@3.1GHz
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5.3 Test result  

The instruction process continues till the coffee making process completes, it lasts 10 minutes and 

55 seconds, senior citizen finishes coffee making process by the aid of remote caretaker’s 

instruction. Time duration (from the point caretaker turns to a new step to the point she clicks 

forward button to move to the next step) of coffee making steps in the test are recorded, they can be 

found in Appendix D. Questionnaires are sent to testers after the text separately, feedback is sent 

back within one week, questionnaires with feedback are attached in Appendix E and F. Result of the 

test is analyzed from efficiency, accuracy and emotional response perspectives based on test process 

and feedback of questionnaires. As this prototype is the combination of (Sarni et al., 2013) and this 

research's work, testers gave the feedback based on their experience of the prototype, their 

comments involve both research.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Caretaker gave very positive feedback to the efficiency of working on smart kitchen’s remote side, 

she felt the instruction of working principle of remote guidance system that was given before the 

test was short, easy and easy to understand, design of SmartFlow’s user interface (Sarni et al., 2013) 

made it easy to find useful information for the guidance. For a step of coffee making process, it only 

required her to read instruction of that step, find corresponding camera which can monitor how 

senior citizen follows the instruction, then press forward button on the workflow system and move 

to the next step. The design of steps were coherent, the whole guiding process was smooth. The 

only shortage of this process was that after she read the instruction of a step, she had to find the 

number of camera she should watch from SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) screen, and then looked for 

the exact camera from visual surveillance system’s screen. This searching process took extra time 

for her to confirm whether senior citizen had finished the step, she found it took less time if she just 

moved to visual surveillance system and found screen window with senior citizen performing 

activities after reading step’s instruction. Senior citizen’s actor mentioned that there were several 

times that audio signal disappeared, she can’t receive instruction, she had to wait till audio problem 

was solved, instruction resumed.  

Accuracy involves video streams through monitoring system and description of steps. Caretaker 

confirmed that she can see key activities of senior citizen with objects very clearly, there was no 

situation that vision was blocked, monitoring system provided her very good scene to monitor 

cooking condition of senior citizen. There was also no video stream’s delay during the guidance, 

she had clear and smooth picture from visual surveillance system. About accuracy of steps’ 

instruction, caretaker felt some steps’ instruction were interesting, senior citizen mentioned she did 

not think description related to wall-hung cupboards was clear enough, she can’t react immediately 

when step’s instruction involved wall-hung cupboards. Also when she pulled ready coffee into 

coffee cup, coffee pot’s lid fell into coffee cup, it happened because she did not get hint of holding 

coffee pot’s lid. Senior citizen liked the idea of attaching notes with object’s name to their storage 

place, she felt it placed a positive role on her finding objects. 

Emotional responses from both senior citizen and caretaker were positive, they both felt the design 

of smart kitchen is promising. Though senior citizen actor can’t represent user group of senior 

citizen with mild dementia, she was confident that the way smart kitchen gave instruction to senior 

citizen will have affirmative impact on their cooking behaviors. Caretaker responded remote 

guiding system (combination of SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) and visual surveillance system) was 

easy to understand and use, there is no difficulty in instructing senior citizen to complete coffee 

making process through it.  They also gave some suggestions, senior citizen’s actor suggested to tint 

wall-hung cupboards and drawer to make them more distinguishable, caretaker suggested to invite 

real senior citizen to review textual instruction of a cooking process before it is applied to guiding 
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system, she also recommended that, it will be better if the voice of reading cooking’s instruction is 

the one senior citizen is familiar with, it helps senior citizen accept the instruction and follow it. 

We also recorded 5 types of problems of this smart kitchen prototype by observing the test during 

the guidance process, they are recorded and summarized in the Table 9. Problems are recorded from 

prototype’s developer’s point of view, they are defined as any factors that influence the coherence 

of coffee making guidance process and activities of senior citizen are not done in line with 

caretaker’s instruction. These problems indicate the area where this prototype can be improved, 

No.2 relates to the way of defining steps of coffee making process; No.5 relates to description of 

steps’ instruction; No. 1, No. 3 and No. 4 require the stabilization of remote guidance system. Some 

of these problems were reflected in testers’ feedback, they influenced the process of guidance 

process, made inconvenience to both senior citizen and caretaker, they are urged to be fixed. 

 

Number Problems Times that problems 

happened 

1 camera monitoring system not responding 2 

2 senior citizen finished this step  

simultaneously with previous step 

3 

3 no voice is received from kitchen side 3 

4 SmartFlow (Sarni, et al., 2013) crushed 1 

5 coffee pot lid dropped 1 

 

5.4 Evaluation 

To examine this prototype as a whole, this test result exhibits positive aspects of the smart kitchen 

prototype, it affirms the feasibility of smart kitchen’s design. Caretaker assures that the instruction 

of how to use remote guiding system is very simple, the operation from remote caretaker’s side is 

also very easy, it assures that combination of coffee making process’ steps and their data elements 

with SmartFlow works very well, information for the instruction of cooking making process is very 

comprehensive and SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) provides user-friendly interface to show the 

information to the caretaker. Senior citizen’s actor feels it is easy to follow the instruction, both 

caretaker and senior citizen’s actors show confidence to its development and its future. But as the 

smart kitchen prototype is the combination of two separate work, SmartFlow (Sarni, et al., 2013) 

and visual surveillance system are two independent system, there comes to a shortage that there is 

no direct connection between them, and this disconnection causes a problem mentioned in 

caretaker’s feedback, which is caretaker has to take time to look for the specific camera window on 

visual surveillance system’s screen in according to the instruction shown on SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 

2013). This searching process will cost extra time to the whole guidance process, caretaker may 

miss the timing of capturing the decision point of senior citizen’s activity, and this searching 

process may produce a blank period that breaks the coherence of the guidance process. This 

Table 9: Problems happened during the test. 
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disadvantage requires the integration of SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) and visual surveillance 

system, one feature that can highlight the camera’s window when an activity happens in its 

corresponding activity zone will be added.  

Concentrating the test result on the work of this research, it confirms its design and also reveals 

some disadvantages which need to improve.  The positive aspects are as follows: firstly, content and 

sequence of steps of coffee making process extracted through designed procedure are acknowledged 

by senior citizen and caretaker; secondly, design of multiple cameras based visual surveillance 

system provided clear view for caretaker to watch senior citizen’s cooking condition, test result 

affirmed succeeded cameras positioning, and there is no video signal delay during the guidance’s 

process. The disadvantage is that firstly steps’ textual instruction is not accurate, some of them can’t 

provide specific information to senior citizen; secondly, the sound of caretaker’s instruction 

sometimes are not received by the kitchen’s side, senior citizen had to stop, wait for the instruction 

and got confused. The first shortage highlights the importance and necessity of delivering specific 

information with easy and simple language to senior citizen for instructions which also cover 

comprehensive aspects relate to cooking environment and objects. The second shortage is the 

interruption of audio signal, system’s stabilization needs to be improved, two way audio connection 

and communication need to be established as well, not only senior citizen in the kitchen can hear 

remote caretaker’s instruction, remote caretaker can hear what senior citizen says in the kitchen as 

well. As datasets of coffee making process for SmartFlow is efficient enough to provide 

information to the instruction, and sequence of steps is coherent, it indicates that the method which 

is designed to extract these datasets work in the right track; this test also approves the design of 

multiple cameras based visual surveillance system and camera’s positioning in the kitchen; it 

supports the design of textual instruction of coffee making process’ step, but there is still 

improvement to go; design of coffee making process’ graphical assistance is not evaluated, 

graphical assistance is the subordinate help which enhances senior citizen with mild dementia 

understanding towards audio instruction, they are designed to be projected to the kitchen during 

guidance process. Senior citizen’s actor is not a real senior citizen with mild dementia, graphical 

assistance can’t be evaluated in this test. During the test, though visual surveillance system’s 

cameras mainly focus on activities of utensils and ingredients, it can’t avoid the situation that senior 

citizen’s body and face are captured by cameras as well, this involves senior citizen’s privacy, so in 

in the real situation in future, we need to get senior citizens with mild dementia’s permission to set 

up smart kitchen environment. 

Though the test shows generally positive results, there are still difficulties during the design 

process. It is difficult to generalize one set of a cooking workflow into different kitchens and 

different users. As utensils and ingredients related activities are defined as steps of a cooking 

process,  utensils and ingredient are different in different families which make steps extracted for 

the instruction are different for the same cooking. In this research, data set of coffee making process 

was extracted from the readily shot video, in the video coffee making machine’s water reservoir and 

filter container’s lids are separated. Yet in the test, coffee making machine’s water reservoir and 

filter container’s lid merge to the one part, data set for the guidance was adapted before the test, the 

difference can be seen by comparing two Appendix A and D. Different user has different eating and 

drinking habit, steps of cooking process need to be adapted according to their habit. Take coffee 

making process as an example, someone likes to add sugar into the coffee, someone likes to add 

milk into the coffee, someone likes to add both sugar and milk into the coffee, someone likes to 

drink pure coffee, someone like to replace milk with cream, steps of this part will be designed 

differently accordingly. When using audio instruction to tell senior citizen with mild dementia what 

to do, text needs to be simple and easy to understand, and also deliver accurate, unambiguous and 

comprehensive information, it needs to be delivered in the way that not only senior citizen 

understands the instruction, but he is willing to follow the instruction as well, it varies to different 
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users. Graphical assistance is projected in the kitchen, it concretes the instruction of cooking steps, 

and concrete related objects as well, it is designed in the way that senior citizen follows what he 

sees from the image. But if an object in the graphical pictures is different from what senior citizen 

has in terms of shape, color, size and package, not only it won’t help the instruction, it may 

confuses senior citizen as well. In the coffee making process, there is a part that instructs senior 

citizen to get sugar for coffee, sugar used for coffee has two shapes: cubic and granular. The shape 

of sugar drawn on the graphical picture has to be the same as the one senior citizen has. And also 

when one shape of sugar is used up in senior citizen’s kitchen, the guiding system needs to obtain 

this information and update its cooking instruction as well. Data set of cooking process for 

workflow system is diverse and different towards different kitchens and users. Smart kitchen needs 

to develop its learning ability to observe new application environment and user’s habit, analyze and 

store dataset, accomplish personalization. 
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6. Conclusion 

This research aimed to work with SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) to design a smart kitchen prototype 

to enhance senior citizens with mild dementia’s independency of completing cooking process, to 

improve their living quality. By the aid of this smart kitchen prototype, remote caretaker can 

monitor senior citizen’s cooking activities visually, give the cooking instruction to senior citizen, 

and senior citizen receives the instruction in the form of audio and graphics. The design took coffee 

making process as an example, and created the scenario of caretaker instructing senior citizen’s 

coffee making process through smart kitchen prototype. This prototype was evaluated by a pilot test, 

the test results led to a positive result, it affirmed the feasibility of smart kitchen, both caretaker and 

senior citizen’s tester showed confidence on the prosperity of smart kitchen development. This 

research developed a method of extracting data elements of coffee making process for SmartFlow 

(Sarni et al., 2013) which was suitable for the guidance to senior citizen with mild dementia; it 

designed a multiple cameras based visual surveillance system which enabled remote caretaker to 

monitor senior citizen’s cooking condition in the kitchen, and cameras’ positioning provided clear 

views for caretakers without boundary; this research also designed an information delivering 

environment with audio and graphical instructions to make senior citizen understand the instruction 

and follow the guidance. These three parts are dependent and related, data elements of coffee 

making process for SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) is influenced by design of visual surveillance 

system; design of visual surveillance system is affected by design of data elements for SmartFlow 

(Sarni et al., 2013); while designing audio instruction and graphical assistance, their content is 

originated from design of data elements of coffee making process. In this research, the way of 

designing steps and extracting data elements of coffee making process is confirmed, steps’ 

instruction was accepted by both caretaker and senior citizen; visual surveillance system and 

cameras’ positioning can effectively help caretaker to monitor senior citizen’s operation condition, 

audio instruction can deliver clear information to senior citizen through internet from remote side. 

In the test, time duration of steps including audio instruction was recorded, it will be valuable data 

source for the automation of this guidance system. 

6.1 Limitations of the study 

By the time positive aspects of this research are affirmed, limitation and shortage are revealed as 

well. The way of designing steps and data elements of a cooking process works for coffee making 

process, yet it does not mean it can be generalized to other cooking process as well. As the actor of 

senior citizen is not a real senior citizen in the test, we can only get general opinion about setup in 

the kitchen side. Though this research designed graphical assistance for senior citizens with mild 

dementia, its feasibility was not evaluated during the test. There was only one test operated for 

smart kitchen prototype. It is also known that due to the difference of senior citizen’s kitchen 

environment and living habit, it requires a flexible system that can learn the ambient environment 

and senior citizen’s activity habit, extract and analyze senior citizen’s data and enhance guidance 

system’s individuation.  

6.2 Future work 

As smart kitchen prototype is affirmed, future work can be continued to optimize its features. 

SmartFlow (Sarni et al., 2013) and visual surveillance system can be integrated to enhance remote 
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caretaker’s user experience; projectors and sensors can be added to this smart kitchen prototype to 

form more comprehensive model; smart kitchen prototype can be upgraded to improve its learning 

ability to adapt itself to different kitchen environment and senior citizens with mild dementia, and 

also smart kitchen prototype needs to improve its data management and security factors while 

obtaining senior citizens with mild dementia’s information during the cooking instruction’s process. 

Regarding this research, further research can be performed to generalize the way of extracting and 

providing data elements of various kinds of cooking process for the guiding system, improve the 

intelligence of this system to enhance its individuation. And also it is meaningful to study the area 

regarding how to increase the efficiency of communication between senior citizen with mild 

dementia and remote caretaker. The study can focus on how to edit textures of cooking instruction 

for senior citizens with mild dementia, so that it is generally accepted by them and enables senior 

citizen to accept the guidance and follow the instruction willingly. Also it is necessary to study how 

the cooking instruction is delivered to senior citizens with mild dementia in the kitchen and how 

two-way communication channel between remote caretaker and senior citizens with mild dementia 

in the kitchen, so that they can communicate during the cooking instruction process.  
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Appendix A: Data elements of coffee making process 
guidance 

(In the row of Num., S0, S1, S2 and etc. represent the number of steps; F0, F1, F2 and etc. represent 

the number of key frames.) 
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Appendix B: Kitchen structure (Rakennustietosäätiö, 2008) 
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Appendix C: Drawings of graphical assistance of coffee 
making process 
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Appendix D: Data elements of coffee making process for 
test, time duration of steps and errors happened during the 
test 
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Appendix E: Questionnaire and feedback of caretaker 

Care taker questionnaire form 

This is a questionnaire for a pilot test study for a smart kitchen environment for senior citizen 

implementing workflow technology. Aim of this pilot test is to verify whether the prototype system 

is ready for field experiments and/or what needs to be improved. Test participants identities will 

remain anonymous. 

Date of the test:30/1/2013 

Background information: ?? 

Age: 50 

Education: FM 

Questions about the care take client (both left and right monitors): 

1. Were the instructions given about the use of software clear enough to understand how to 

operate the software? Feel free to add something. 

Introductions are clear, enough short and easy to understand. 

2. Did you experience any difficulties while using the software to instruct the senior citizen? If 

yes, please specify.  

It was easy to use assistance system. On the other hand voice connection is very important 

when communicating with elderly. Because e.g. in our test case; remote person can’t hear 

the test person’s voice. 

3. Describe in your own words about your experience in using the software? 

It was quite challenging to observe so many cameras. In the start of test event I followed 

introductions of the system and followed the cameras that system asks me to do. But later on 

I just look the cameras where I can see how test person followed my instructions. I forgot to 

look system’s instruction concerning on camera’s number. . Timing is also the critical 

point. That you give instruction in right time.  

Questions about the coffee making process: 

1. Were there any difficulties in understanding the coffee making step textual (Finnish) 

instruction? If yes, please specify what type of difficulties.  

Generally steps are guided in good words . There is couple step where was funny words 

(if I remember right). Textual instructions are good to go through with some elderly people. 

That why that the system “speak” same “language” than elderly. And for demented elderly 

instructions should be short enough.    

2. Was there delay in video stream while monitoring coffee making process? No. 
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3. If the answer of 2 is YES, can you describe how it influence your work? 

4. During the tests was there a time when you could not see the utensils (utensils = coffee bag, 

coffee spoon, coffee cup, tea spoon, etc.)? Can you remember a specific utensil(s) that was 

not captured by the cameras?  

Cameras was zoomed so well that I could see the utensils that I need to see. 

5. Did the cameras give good field of view over the kitchen? Please specify if something was 

not visible.  

Yes it gave.  
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Appendix F: Questionnaire and feedback of senior citizen 

Senior citizen questionnaire form 

This is a questionnaire for a pilot test study for a smart kitchen environment for senior citizen 

implementing workflow technology. Aim of this pilot test is to verify whether the prototype system 

is ready for field experiments and/or what needs to be improved. Test participants identities will 

remain anonymous. 

Date of the test:30/01/2013 

Background information: 1
st
 year Master’s degree student at TOL. 

Age: 25 

Education: OAMK, tietojenkäsittelyn tradenomi (not sure what it is in english) 

 

1. Were there any difficulties in understanding the caretaker’s instruction (content of 

instructions)? If yes, please specify what type of difficulties? 

No major difficulties, but for me the position of the closets was a bit unclear (ota kahvikuppi 

toinen vasemmalta olevasta kaapista (not sure if it was just like that)). 

2. Was the sound quality clear enough to understand the instructions? If no, can you describe 

the problem in detail? 

The sound quality was clear, however, there were some problems hearing the instructios 

because I couldn’t hear the instructions all the time (microphone problems maybe?). 

3. Did you experience any other problems during the test? Please specify 

When pouring the coffee into the cup, the cover of the coffee pot fell into the table because I 

didn’t know/remember that I have to hold it. Normally the cover has been attached to the 

coffee pot so I’ve got used to not hold it and it wasn’t said on the instructions that it should 

be hold. 

4. Can you list some points that you feel would have positive impact on senior citizen kitchen 

activities based on our smart kitchen environment? 

I can imagine that the instuctions given to the senior citizen definitely have a positive impact. 

I think that in addition to the instuctions about the closets and the drawers, the “notes” 

telling about which item is in which closet or drawer were nice, it makes it easier to find the 

necessary items, I’m not sure though if they were only used on this testing session or if they 

will be actually used. 

5. Is there any improvement you can suggest for smart kitchen? 
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I cannot really think much to improve... Maybe the closets and drawers could be numbered or color 

coded to make the instruction easier, at least in finnish instructing the position of them sounded a bit 

unclear.  

 


